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The PC Graphics Handbook serves advanced C++ programmers dealing with the specifics of PC graphics hardware and software.    Discussions address:    ·	2D and 3D graphics programming for Windows and DOS  ·	Device-independent graphics  ·	Mathematics for computer graphics  ·	Graphics algorithms and procedural operations  ·	PC video systems architecture, including its history and development  ·	High-end graphics systems and coprocessors  ·	Artificial life  ·	Virtual reality  ·	Animation techniques for simulations and video games  ·	VGA, SuperVGA, and VESA  ·	Device drivers  ·	Graphics and animation primitives     The authors cover the spectrum of PC graphics programming, including theoretical and practical topics - creating a singularly comprehensive resource for programmers.
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Principles of Mathematics (Routledge Classics)Routledge, 2009
First published in 1903, Principles of Mathematics was Bertrand Russell’s first major work in print. It was this title which saw him begin his ascent towards eminence. In this groundbreaking and important work, Bertrand Russell argues that mathematics and logic are, in fact, identical and what is commonly called mathematics is...
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Molecular Logic-based Computation: RSC (Monographs in Supramolecular Chemistry)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2012

	We all learn - in schools, factories, bars and streets. We gather, store, process and transmit information in society. Molecular systems involved in our senses and within our brains allow all this to happen and molecular systems allow living things of all kinds to handle information for the purpose of survival and growth. Nevertheless, the...
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Waste Recycling Technologies for Nanomaterials Manufacturing (Topics in Mining, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering)Springer, 2021

	
		This book discusses the recent advances in the wastes recycling technologies to provide low-cost and alternative ways for nanomaterials production. It shows how carbon nanomaterials can be synthesized from different waste sources such as banana fibers, argan (Argania spinosa) seed shells, corn grains, camellia oleifera shell, sugar cane...
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Nikon D7000 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Learn all about the Nikon D7000?the fun and friendly For Dummies way!


	Whether you?re a digital camera beginner or an experienced photographer, this is the book you need to get the most out of the Nikon D7000, the update to Nikon?s popular D90 model. The helpful tips and tricks in this fun and easy guide will get you quickly...
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Advanced Control EngineeringButterworth-Heinemann, 2001

	Advanced Control Engineering provides a complete course in control engineering for undergraduates of all technical disciplines. Starting with a basic overview of elementary control theory this text quickly moves on to a rigorous examination of more advanced and cutting edge date aspects such as robust and intelligent control, including neural...
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Statistical Robust Design: An Industrial PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A UNIQUELY PRACTICAL APPROACH TO ROBUST DESIGN FROM A STATISTICAL AND ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE


	Variation in environment, usage conditions, and the manufacturing process has long presented a challenge in product engineering, and reducing variation is universally recognized as a key to improving reliability and productivity....
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